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About This Game

Addictively simple yet hellishly difficult, one button action!

Take on the role of a busy hotel Porter and deliver the luggage of hotel guests.
Using a broken jetpack that can't fly in a straight line, zoom around whizzing and weaving your

way to the goal, or just blast through anything in the way!

Blast around anywhere, collide with anything and smash everything flying - it's all part of being a Jetpack Porter!

Simple one button controls but hellishly difficult!
Tap one button to control the boost of the jetpack. Hold it down longer and spin around and around.
Instantly simple and lots of fun but challengingly difficult!

Outrageous obstacles!
Gorillas throwing bananas, raging winds, Ferris wheels, rolling boulders and lots more are all lying in wait!

Immediate Retry!
Retry straight away if you make a mistake. No waiting!
Heaps of variety across 120 levels means you'll not get bored quickly!
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Surreal, humorous and feverously difficult, it's JETPACK PORTER!
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Title: JETPACK PORTER
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
G-STYLE Co,. Ltd.
Publisher:
G-STYLE Co,. Ltd.
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2016
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Yes, good! i love it!! By playing this game, your mental strength will be trained very much.
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